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Background: Data compression is becoming increasingly important in today’s 
data systems with growing rate of data generation. Data compression is 
particularly useful to reduce the data size of large datasets for easier transfer 
between devices, or even archival of legacy data. 
 
 
Objective: This project aims to explore different data compression algorithms 
and their performance when varying the sortedness in the input data stream. 
The following steps offer a high-level overview of the required effort: 
 
(a) Study various data compression algorithms available in literature. Huffman 
encoding, arithmetic encoding, run-length encoding, Lempel-Ziv, X-match, 
Frequent Value Compression, BDI compression and C-Pack are a few 
examples of compression algorithms that are interesting to explore [1]. 

(b) Classify the compression algorithms based on their input data types 
(numerical/strings/byte encoded). Discuss the internals of the algorithms and 
contrast their approaches.  

(c) Implement an API that can select and execute an algorithm from the above 
list for a given data stream/collection. Note, that pre-processing may be 
necessary to convert integer data into the appropriate format as required by a 
particular algorithm. In case an algorithm supports both strings and data as 
bytes for encoding, a comparison of performance between both the input types 
is required.  

(d) Provide a comprehensive analysis of the performance of the at least 5 
compression algorithms (the student is encouraged to find more) while varying 
data sortedness of the input stream. Differently sorted data can be generated 
using the workload generator included with the BoDS Benchmark.  

Responsible Mentor: Aneesh Raman (aneeshr@bu.edu) 
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